Week 14: Sunday, 2 April to Saturday, 8 April, 2017

Program Guide
Week 14
Sunday April 2nd, 2017
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

5:45 am

France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Live Premier League: Liverpool V Everton - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League, as Liverpool take on Everton at Anfield Stadium

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

3:00 pm

FIFA World Cup 2018 Magazine - This magazine program reports on Russia's
preparations for the 2018 FIFA World Cup, including details of venues and regions, along
with a look at football in Russia in general. (Football) CC

3:30 pm

Cycling: Evocities MTB Series 2016 - The finale of the 2016 series sees the countries
best mountain bikers go head to head in a fierce battle to the finish. (Cycling) CC

4:00 pm

Cycling: Voxwomen - The Voxwomen Cycling Show is a cycling show created
exclusively by women that puts female riders in the spotlight, with racing news, tips and
behind the scenes insight. (Sport) (Cycling) CC
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Sunday April 2nd, 2017
4:30 pm

Cycling: Incycle - All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the world. Hosted
by Michael Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - This episode shows AllGrid Energy and their work providing
remote Indigenous communities with renewable energy. Chari of Australia India Business
Council Sheba Nandkeolyar gives insight on the importance of breaking down cultural
barriers in business, and 'garbage queen' le Ho tells how she transformed a failing waste
disposal company into a multimillion dollar operation. (S.2 Ep.7) (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary series) (Class. TBC) CC

5:35 pm

Nazi Megastructures – The Eagles Nest - Once Hitler seizes power in 1933, he
transforms his Alpine retreat in the sleepy district of Obersalzberg in Bavaria into a vast
mansion called the Berghof. The area becomes a magnet for the most powerful Nazis and
Hitler's Berghof a show piece for the Reich. (S.3 Ep.3)(From the United
States)(Documentary Series) PG (A) CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Britain's Ancient Capital: Secrets Of Orkney - In the second part of this three-part
series, Neil Oliver, Chris Packham, Andy Torbet and Dr Shini Somara join hundreds of
archaeologists from around the world who have gathered there to investigate at one of
Europe's biggest digs. Andy and some local seafaring volunteers build a boat made of just
willow and cow hide and set out to cross the dangerous Pentland Firth as the ancient
Orcadians would have done. Neil investigates the extraordinary discovery of some human
bones, Chris Packham goes in search of whales and Shini Somara uncovers the powers
of the tides. (Part 2 of 3) (From the U.K) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New
Episode**

8:35 pm

That Sugar Film - That Sugar Film is one man’s journey to discover the bitter truth about
sugar. Damon Gameau embarks on a unique experiment to document the effects of a
high sugar diet on a healthy body, consuming only foods that are commonly perceived as
‘healthy’. Through this entertaining and informative journey, Damon highlights some of the
issues that plague the sugar industry, and where sugar lurks on supermarket shelves.
That Sugar Film will forever change the way you think about ‘healthy’ food. (From
Australia)(Documentary)PG CC **Premiere**

10:30 pm

Gayby Baby - Gayby Baby is a portrait of four kids - Gus, Ebony, Matt and Graham whose parents all happen to be gay. In this heartfelt documentary, we get to know the four
children: Gus wants to be a WWE wrestler; Matt questions the teachings of his church;
Graham struggles with living in ultra-conservative Fiji; Ebony dreams of stardom. As they
each wrestle with the challenges of oncoming adolescence, the outside world wrestles
with the issue of marriage equality, and whether or not kids like them are at risk. (From
Australia) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

11:30 pm

Wordplay - An in-depth look at The New York Times crossword puzzle, its editor Will
Shortz and the wonderfully unique and loyal fan base Shortz has built and nurtured during
his 12-year tenure at the paper. Crossword aficionados Bill Clinton and Jon Stewart speak
about their love and fascination for the New York Times’ particular brand of crossword.
The film also takes us to the final of the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament where
the top three contestants compete in front of a room full of admirers. Nominated for the
Grand Jury Prize at Sundance, 2006. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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1:05 am

2:40 am

MOVIE:
The Kid With A Bike - This heart-warming drama tells the story of a young orphaned boy
in search of his bike and his parents, while drawing cleverly on De Sica’s genre classic
Bicycle Thieves. Winner of the Grand Prix at the Cannes Film Festival 2012. (From
Belgium, in French) (Movie) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt)M(A,L)
MOVIE:
Bad Family - Follows one man's desperate journey into the taboo world of incest. Mikael
is a successful judge who lives with his adored teenager son, Dani. When his estranged
ex-wife dies, Mikael's beautiful 20-year-old daughter, Tilda, comes to live with him and
Dani. As an intimate relationship develops between the newly-introduced siblings, Mikael
tries his best to separate the two. Winner of the 2011 Jussi Award for Best Actor (Ville
Virtanen). Directed by Aleksi Salmenperä and stars Ville Virtanen, Lauri Tilkanen and
Pihla Viitala. (From Finland, in Finnish) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) M (A,D,V,L)

4:20 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, chef Romano Rotelli of
Pensiero Restaurant; the Danish horn of plenty at Bonjour Patisserie; exotic mushrooms
at Li-Sun Exotic Mushrooms; molecular gastronomy; and caipirhinias with Brazilian soccer
stars. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:50 am

Luke Nguyen's Greater Mekong Bitesize - Chef Luke Nguyen continues his culinary
journey across the Greater Mekong region of Southeast Asia. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Short) (Rpt) G CC
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Monday April 3rd, 2017
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

5:45 am

France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

2:00 pm

Andre Rieu Live In Sydney - Recorded live at Andre’s fabulous Sydney concerts in
October 2009 these are the tracks that keep millions of Andre fans coming back for more.
It features special guests Alan Jones singing “I Am Australian”, a hilarious finale featuring
Dame Edna Everage, Mirusia, the Australian singer who again managed to stop the show
with her magnificent rendition of “Memory”, and The Three Tenors who joined voices for
“La danza” and the evergreen favourite “Come back to Sorrento”. (From the Netherlands,
in English) (Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC

3:00 pm

Predict My Future: The Science Of Us - Dirt Poor is Bad - This episode looks at the
effects of modern life and aging - how excessive cleanliness affects asthma and allergies,
how poverty gets under the skin to cause lifelong damage, the physical effects of social
isolation, and predicting mental illness and Alzheimer’s by just looking at the back of
people’s eyes. Plus the latest research and where the research is going next. (Part 4 of 4)
(From New Zealand) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC
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3:50 pm

Michael Mosley: Vets In The Disaster Zone - Michael Mosley travels to the Philippines
in the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan to explore the disaster from a completely fresh
perspective - looking at the animals caught up in the crisis and the specialist team of vets
who have come to save their lives and those of the people who depend on them. Amid the
devastation, Michael learns about the little-known work these expert vets do, both in the
short term by providing immediate veterinary care to thousands of animals and in the long
term, by using their skills to develop pioneering technology that could help save millions of
animals the next time a disaster strikes. He discovers what motivates this team to travel to
some of the most dangerous places on earth to help animals and encounters many of the
challenges they face as they work against the clock to leave a lasting legacy behind.(From
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:00 pm

Living Black – Life On The Inside- Living Black gains rare access to the Alice Springs
Correctional Centre, where they get a glimpse into the lives of three Aboriginal inmates
serving time. (News and Current Affairs) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese - Each week, the home cooks must earn their stripes and
cook their way up the ranks of the chefs' line, taking on just one chef at a time. Each night
the cooks with the best plates on the pass go through to the next night, while the person
with the dish that disappoints will be sent home. Tonight, apprentice chef Vincent from
modern Vietnamese restaurant Dandelion goes up against four passionate home cooks.
(S.1 Ep.1) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Series
Premiere**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Michael Mosley: Trust Me, I'm A Doctor - In this special New Year program, Dr Saleyha
Ahsan oversees a world-first experiment to see how we can burn more fat without doing
any more exercise. Michael Mosley gives a cheat's guide to a better body, with results that
astonish the scientists. Dr Chris van Tulleken puts protein shakes to the test, and surgeon
Gabriel Weston meets a woman who has sight restored for the first time in 16 years,
thanks to a bionic eye. (S.4 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC
**New Season**

8:30 pm

Simon Reeve's Turkey - In the last 20 years, Turkey has become a popular tourist
destination for British families, lured by the beautiful sunshine, low cost and friendly
atmosphere. But now this country is at the epicentre of crisis sweeping across the Middle
East and Europe. Caught between tortured Syria and a foundering European Union,
terrorism, mass-migration and political unrest threaten to destroy the nation. With its
breath-taking beauty, extraordinary communities and unique traditions, what will become
of Eurasia’s historical heartland? In this two-part series, Simon Reeve reveals the
powerful and fascinating human stories of a country at a crossroads. (Part 1 of 2) (From
the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Series Premiere**
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Monday April 3rd, 2017
9:40 pm

SAS: Who Dares Wins – Aggression- Ant and his elite team test the 17 remaining
recruits on whether they can control their aggression. Being able to switch aggression on
and off is critically important to a Special Forces operator, where a rash decision could be
a matter of life or death. Recruits are pitted against each other in a bout of sparring and a
brutal game of ‘Murderball’, which leads the team to focus their attention on two recruits,
one who sees red and another who the DS believe is holding himself back. (S2. Ep2)
(From the UK) (Documentary series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Season**

10:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production) CC

11:05 pm

The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best
action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production)
(Football/Soccer) CC

11:35 pm

Anno 1790 –The Voices Of The Dead- Daadh is invited up to Uppsala by his former
professor, who needs his help to find out who poisoned one of his students. Daadh
involves himself in the case and quickly realises his own life is in danger. Meanwhile,
subversive events take place at the home of the chief constable back in Stockholm that
will affect his future. (S.1 Ep.9)(From Sweden in Swedish)(Drama Series) M(A,V)

12:40 am

Anno 1790 – A Different Kingdom- With friends gone and his worst enemy closing in on
him, Daadh's world has been shaken to its foundations. Through his knowledge of
medicine, his courage and his ability to see patters in seemingly unrelated events, Daadh
succeeds in using the challenging circumstances to his benefit. But he is also harshly
confronted by his own past and forced to bargain with those in power. (S.1 Ep.10)(From
Sweden in Swedish)(Drama Series) M(N,A)

1:45 am

The Legacy - Emil is desperate to find money to pay off his debts and Gro makes a play
to get her career back on track. (S.1,Ep.9) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series)
(Rpt) M(A,L) CC

2:50 am

The Legacy - Emil goes to Thailand to sell his resort. Frederik tries to rediscover passion
with his wife. Andreas feels left behind by Signe's plans. (Final) (Ep.10) (From Denmark,
in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(D,A,S,L)

3:55 am

The Legacy - The Legacy is the story of four grown-up siblings who squabble over the
division of their mother’s estate. She was a world-famous artist, with both wealth and
loucheness to match, so the kids have three different fathers. At the end of season one,
younger daughter Signe had finally and conclusively inherited her mother’s house,
Gronnegaard, while younger brother Emil was rotting in a Thai prison on drugs charges.
(S.2 Ep.1) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,L,A)
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Tuesday April 4th, 2017
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Each week, the home cooks must earn their stripes and cook their way
up the ranks of the chefs' line, taking on just one chef at a time. Each night the cooks with
the best plates on the pass go through to the next night, while the person with the dish
that disappoints will be sent home. Tonight, apprentice chef Vincent from modern
Vietnamese restaurant Dandelion goes up against four passionate home cooks. (S.1
Ep.1) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt)(Class. TBC) CC

2:30 pm

Off The Record - Zoneout: Max Richter And Joep Beving - Off the record introduces
two stars of the rising alt-classical movement: Max Richter and Joep Beving. (S.1
Ep.5)(From Australia)( Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

3:00 pm

Good Listening - This episode of Good Listening focuses on the keyboard, stretching
from the 18th century of Bach to the 21st, a new piano built by Daniel Barenboim and a
celebration of minimalist maestro Philip Glass's 80th birthday. (S.2 Ep.4) (From Australia)
(Entertainment) (Class. TBC) CC
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Tuesday April 4th, 2017
3:30 pm

What's The Right Diet For You? - Instead of reaching for the latest fad diet, the best way
to lose weight successfully are diets tailored to your individual biology and psychology,
according to this program. In a ground-breaking national experiment, Dr Chris van
Tulleken and Professor Tanya Byron join a team of leading experts to put 75 overweight
volunteers on diets designed to tackle the specific reasons why they eat too much. The
volunteers are put through a series of tests at a residential clinic to understand how their
genes, hormones and psychology influence their eating behaviour. They are then put on
the diets the experts believe are best suited to them. Can science succeed where other
diets have failed? (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

Wild Britain - April to June - This documentary series showcases the dynamic nature of
Britain over an entire year, revealing why Britain’s climate is so unique and why the
country’s relationship with its wildlife is so enduring and so special. Late March signals the
start of a battle for light. Time-lapse show billions of plants, shrubs and trees racing to be
the first to make use of the sun’s life-giving energy. Bats and bees come out of hibernation
and birds and animals begin their own perilous race; to breed. As spring becomes
summer the rising temperatures trigger plankton blooms in the sea. Mayflies hatch in their
millions attracting attacks from acrobatic brown trout in the rivers below and duckings leap
from the water to pluck the mayflies from the air. (Part 2 of 4) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese- Next in the chefs' line is station chef Tam, from modern
Vietnamese restaurant Dandelion. Tam and three passionate home cooks engage in a
culinary battle, as they each fight to make it to the end of the chefs' line. (S.1 Ep.2)
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great Continental Railway Journeys - Rotterdam To Utrecht - Steered by his 1913
Continental Railway Guide, Michael Portillo heads for the Netherlands, where he roots
around the world’s largest flower auction in Haarlem, operates a crane in Europe’s largest
container port, Rotterdam, and investigates Amsterdam’s famous red light district. (S.5,
Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC **Final Episode**

8:30 pm

Insight - Insight is Australia's leading forum for ideas and powerful first-person stories,
offering a unique perspective on news and current affairs. Each week, Gold Walkley
award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie drives a discussion that examines a single topic.
Insight brings together in one forum people with personal experience on an issue as well
as experts and those with strong opinions. (An SBS Production) CC

9:30 pm

Dateline - Dateline is an award-winning international documentary series with a current
affairs backbone. Every week, Dateline transports you to a different part of the world to
share half-hour stories about family, social injustice, tragedy, redemption and survival.
Dateline journalists scour the world for the special characters to bring you a world of
daring stories. (An SBS Production) CC
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Tuesday April 4th, 2017
10:00 pm

Medicine's Big Breakthrough: Editing Your Genes - This documentary looks at the
breakthrough that could change the lives of everyone and everything on the planet. Gene
editing is revolutionising medical research and could deliver new treatments, even cures
for a host of diseases. It also gives scientists control over evolution, allowing genetic
changes to be forced through species. But some are worried about letting the gene genie
out of the bottle. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Class. TBC) CC **Premiere**

10:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

11:00 pm

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee - Comedian, writer, actress and political commentator
Samantha Bee brings her sassy, smart and satirical point of view to a range of current and
relevant issues in her very own late night comedy show. With her signature wit, Samantha
tackles the taboo topics in a way that no one else can. (From the US) (Entertainment) M
CC

11:30 pm

Follow The Money - Jens Kristian divulges Energreen’s illegal setup to Mads and Alf, but
it isn’t enough proof to prevent Energreen’s big moment – the long-awaited listing on the
stock exchange. Claudia sneaks away from Sander’s big day. She is shocked and can’t
get over the fact that her son Bertram recognized Sander’s grey-bearded ‘friend’ as the
man who ran over Mia. Erik’s gunshot wound needs medical attention, but Nicky and
Bimse don’t dare take him to the hospital. Mads wants to buy an apartment and leave
Kristina. (S.1 Ep.7) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series)(Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

12:35 am

Follow The Money - The Minister of Justice pressures Nanna to close the case against
Energreen, and she pressures Mads and Alf, who are trying to find evidence against
Sander. However, what Jens Kristian tells them incriminates Claudia more than Sander.
Jens Kristian tries to protect her while he and Claudia are cleaning up Energreen’s
accounts. Claudia tries to get Sander to face the consequences of the huge deficit, but
Sander refuses. Bimse is filled with remorse over the death of Andreas, and it puts him
and Nicky on a collision course. (S.1 Ep.8) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama
Series)(Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

1:45 am

3:55 am

MOVIE:
Seraphine - An impoverished, middle-aged French housekeeper’s secret talent for
painting is noticed by a respected German art critic, who promises her worldwide success.
Based on the life of one of France’s most famous female artists, Séraphine de Senlis
(1864-1942). Winner of seven César Awards in 2009, including Best Film and Best
Actress. Directed by Martin Provost and stars Yolande Moreau, Ulrich Tukur, Anne
Bennent. (From France, in French and German) (Drama) (2008)(Rpt) PG(A)
Royal Navy School – All Aboard- Before anyone can realise the dream of becoming a
sailor in the Royal Navy, they must get through HMS Raleigh in Cornwall, the only initial
training base for naval ratings in the country. This series follows every step of the training
course as two classes of new recruits, many fresh from school, start their journey to
become sailors in one of the oldest and most famous navies in the world. In the first
episode, a fresh intake of recruits arrive at HMS Raleigh to begin their ten-week training,
all desperate to impress. For most of the recruits it's an assault on the senses, and the
first two weeks can make or break their career in the Navy. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series)(Rpt) M(L) CC
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4:50 am

Luke Nguyen's France Bitesize - Some of the best moments from Luke Nguyen's
culinary journey around France, including the country's breathtaking scenery and famous
cuisine. (Commissioned by SBS, in English and French) (Short) (Rpt) G
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Wednesday April 5th, 2017
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese- Next in the chefs' line is station chef Tam, from modern
Vietnamese restaurant Dandelion. Tam and three passionate home cooks engage in a
culinary battle, as they each fight to make it to the end of the chefs' line. (S.1 Ep.2)
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

2:30 pm

Kylie Kwong: Heart And Soul - Bamboo - Pickled bamboo sounds exotic but bottling
your own is simple enough. Kylie uses this unusual ingredient to flavour her mouthwatering salads. (S.1,Ep.1) (Australia) (Food Series)(Rpt) G CC

3:00 pm

Dateline - Dateline is an award-winning international documentary series with a current
affairs backbone. Every week, Dateline transports you to a different part of the world to
share half-hour stories about family, social injustice, tragedy, redemption and survival.
Dateline journalists scour the world for the special characters to bring you a world of
daring stories. (An SBS Production)(Rpt) CC
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3:30 pm

Insight - Insight is Australia's leading forum for ideas and powerful first-person stories,
offering a unique perspective on news and current affairs. Each week, Gold Walkley
award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie drives a discussion that examines a single topic.
Insight brings together in one forum people with personal experience on an issue as well
as experts and those with strong opinions. (An SBS Production) (Rpt)CC

4:30 pm

Brazil Coastlines – The Northeast-. As South Americas largest country and the 5th
largest country in the world, Brazil has become a major tourist destination. Beyond the
cliches, this five part series takes a deep look at the country, travelling along its seventeen
costal states to explore the natural beauty and richness of Brazil. (From France, in French
& Portuguese) (S.1 Ep.2)(Documentary) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese- Tonight, chef Ennis from Vietnamese restaurant
Dandelion goes up against two home cooks. Witness the competition, camaraderie and
spectacular skills of these talented cooks and chefs. Who will make it to the end of the
chefs' line? (S.1 Ep.3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New
Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Digging For Britain's Secrets – West- Professor Alice Roberts and archaeologist Matt
Williams present the year's most outstanding archaeology. At the Salisbury Museum,
archaeologists take a look at Marden Henge, the communal sweat lodges and feasting
remains that illuminate the lost rituals of Stonehenge. The Durotriges are a glimpse into
the bizarre animal sacrifice rituals offered to their gods by a mysterious Celtic tribe of the
first century BC. And they take a look at Trellech, a lost Welch city discovered seven
centuries after it disappeared from historical record. (S.4 Ep.1) (From the UK)
(Documentary series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Season**

8:30 pm

24 Hours In Emergency – Till Death Do Us Part - Fifty-nine-year-old Charulata is
rushed to A&E after collapsing at home with signs of a stroke. Charulata has a previous
history of strokes, has diabetes and is waiting for a heart bypass. Medics send her for a
CT scan to find out what has happened. (S.8 Ep.17) (From the UK) (Documentary series)
M(A) CC

9:30 pm

The Night Manager - While he continues to recuperate in Roper’s villa, Pine risks
discovery when he breaks into Roper’s study and finds chilling evidence of Roper’s next
deal. Meanwhile, Burr and Steadman seize on an opportunity to recruit a new asset.(S.1
Ep.4) (From the UK) M(A,V) CC **New Episode**

10:20 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)
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Dig - Trust No One - After Peter has a startling breakthrough in the Emma Wilson case,
he turns to Golan to search out new clues. A furious Ambassador Ridell pressures Lynn to
get Peter out of the country. In the New Mexican dessert, Debbie must make a lofty trade
with Tad Billingham if she wants to spare bloodshed. Rabbi Lev (guest star Shmil Ben Ari)
and a new partner work deep in the underground tunnels to carry out their mission.
(S.1,Ep.7) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V) CC

11:40 pm

Dig - Sisters Of Dinah - With her job on the line because of Peter’s disruptive behavior,
Lynn suspects a possible mole in her midst at the consulate. Meanwhile Margrove (guest
star Richard E. Grant) and Peter both head to a convent with very different goals in mind.
With nowhere else to turn and unable to trust anyone, Debbie returns to the compound
seeking vengeance. (S.1,Ep.8) (From the US & Israel, in English) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
MA(V) CC

12:35 am

MOVIE:
Only God Forgives - In Thailand, a drug trafficker's icy mother sends him on a mission to
avenge his older brother, who was killed for beating an underage prostitute to death.
Directed by Nicolas Winding Refn, and stars Ryan Gosling and Kristin Scott Thomas.
(From Denmark, in English) (Drama) (2013)(Rpt) MA(S,V,L)
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS, QLD)
2:15 am

24 Hours In Emergency - Pick Me Up - This fast-paced and insightful series returns for a
fifth season which chronicles the real lives of doctors, triage nurses, matrons, consultants
and surgeons in London’s Kings College Hospital’s A&E department. This game-changing
approach to multi-camera filming emphasises the impact of time in a dramatic life-or-death
situation, in a hospital unit where lives change permanently, where heroes save ordinary
people, where the amazing happens, where there is joy, relief, sometimes tears and perpetually - the unexpected. (S.5,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

3:10 am

24 Hours In Emergency - Luck Of The Draw - This fast-paced and insightful series
returns for a fifth season which chronicles the real lives of doctors, triage nurses, matrons,
consultants and surgeons in London’s Kings College Hospital’s A&E department. This
game-changing approach to multi-camera filming emphasises the impact of time in a
dramatic life-or-death situation, in a hospital unit where lives change permanently, where
heroes save ordinary people, where the amazing happens, where there is joy, relief,
sometimes tears and - perpetually - the unexpected. (S.5,Ep.2) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

4:10 am

Gourmet Farmer Afloat Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments and recipes so far
from Matthew Evans’s brand new series which sees he, Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara
take to the sea to discover Australia’s fascinating history and amazing bounty while having
the time of their lives. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) G CC

4:15 am

Live Premier League: Arsenal V West Ham - Join Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster as
Arsenal take on West Ham at Emirates Stadium. (Sport) (Football/ Soccer) **Live**
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2:15 am

24 Hours In Emergency - Pick Me Up - This fast-paced and insightful series returns for a
fifth season which chronicles the real lives of doctors, triage nurses, matrons, consultants
and surgeons in London’s Kings College Hospital’s A&E department. This game-changing
approach to multi-camera filming emphasises the impact of time in a dramatic life-or-death
situation, in a hospital unit where lives change permanently, where heroes save ordinary
people, where the amazing happens, where there is joy, relief, sometimes tears and perpetually - the unexpected. (S.5,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

3:10 am

Gourmet Farmer Afloat Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments and recipes so far
from Matthew Evans’s brand new series which sees he, Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara
take to the sea to discover Australia’s fascinating history and amazing bounty while having
the time of their lives. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) G CC

3:45 am

Live Premier League: Arsenal V West Ham - Join Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster as
Arsenal take on West Ham at Emirates Stadium. (Sport) (Football/ Soccer) **Live**

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
2:15 am

Live Premier League: Arsenal V West Ham - Join Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster as
Arsenal take on West Ham at Emirates Stadium. (Sport) (Football/ Soccer) **Live**

5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN
7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese - Tonight, chef Ennis from Vietnamese restaurant
Dandelion goes up against two home cooks. Witness the competition, camaraderie and
spectacular skills of these talented cooks and chefs. Who will make it to the end of the
chefs' line? (S.1 Ep.3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

2:30 pm

Live Premier League: Arsenal V West Ham - Join Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster as
Arsenal take on West Ham at Emirates Stadium. (Sport) (Football/ Soccer)

5:00 pm

Kylie Kwong: Heart And Soul - Spice - Kylie takes us through her Chinese versions of
traditional Australian favourites and introduces us to the cross-cultural mix of modern
Australian cooking. (S.1,Ep.2) (Australia) (Food Series) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese- Executive chef Geoff Lindsay from Vietnamese
restaurant Dandelion in Melbourne goes up against this week's best home cook. This is
the ultimate Davis vs Goliath battle as the passionate home cook goes up against a
professional chef. (S.1 Ep.4) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Class. TBC)
CC**New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC
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7:30 pm

Great British Railway Journeys -East Grinstead To Guildford- At East Grinstead
Michael Portillo dons a boiler suit and takes to the footplate of a loco on the Bluebell
Railway, Britain’s first passenger carrying heritage line. Travelling north to Merstham,
Surrey, Michael experiences an explosive encounter as he witnesses the power of
dynamite first-hand. Moving East through Surrey countryside, he visits the stunningly
situated Leith Hill Place to explore the compositions of the great British composer Ralph
Vaughan Williams. Today’s journey ends near Guildford with the story of a giant of
Victorian art, G.F Watts.(S.7 Ep.17) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. Tbc) CC
**New Episode**

8:05 pm

Luke Nguyen's Greater Mekong - Continuing through China, Luke Nguyen journeys to
Xishuangbana, where China meets Southeast Asia, to experience Dai culture and
cuisines and try the acquired tastes of the famous tea horse trail. Trekking through mist
covered tea plantations where he is to cook sweet tea dumplings, Luke is invited to a
nearby village where he learns the method for preserving tea, sampling some that has
been buried in the ground for over a year. (Commissioned by SBS, in English and
Mandarin) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

8:35 pm

My Japanese Diet - A light-hearted, funny documentary following a fast-food junkie on a
culinary voyage of discovery to Japan. Award-winning comedian and fast-food junkie
Craig Anderson doesn't have much time for healthy living. But at double his recommended
weight and with a biological age of 64 at the age of 38, he may just not have much time
full stop. Can a nation known for its longevity save Craig from death by pizza? This fresh
and funny doc follows Craig on an action-packed culinary voyage of discovery to Japan,
as he learns a whole new approach to food and fulfilment. (From Australia)
(Documentary) G CC **Premiere**

9:40 pm

The Principal - The school is in lockdown as the police investigation into the school
murder begins. Bashir battles to contain the frenzy which has ensued at school and the
rage of the victim’s brother. Can he stop him retaliating? Details of the crime are kept from
teachers, students and even Kellie but a fuller picture emerges when George’s hospitality
class is invaded by police. (Ep.2) (Commissioned by SBS) (Drama Series) (Rpt)M(V,L)
CC

10:40 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

11:10 pm

Masters Of Sex – Freefall- In the wake of their fallout, Masters and Johnson search for
purpose in a world without one another, and look to the work as their personal lives crash
down around them. Libby finds herself alone for the first time since her marriage and
discovers some answers in unexpected allies. (S.4 Ep.1) (From the USA) (Drama
Series)M(S,L) CC **New Season**
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MOVIE:
The Children Of Diyarbakir - First-time director Miraz Bezar presents a raw and
confronting story set in Diyarbakir, Turkey, in the 1990s. Ten-year-old Gulistan and her
younger brother Firat are normal, happy-go-lucky kids until they witness the murder of
their journalist father and mother by a secret paramilitary force. After their caretaker auntie
also disappears in mysterious circumstances, the children are left to fend for themselves
on the tough streets of one of Turkey's most dangerous cities. Winner of the Special Jury
Prize at the 2009 Ghent International Film Festival. Stars Senay Orak, Muhammed Al and
Hakan Karsak. (From Germany, in Kurdish and Turkish) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (A)

2:10 am

Sex Toys: Frisky Business - International - The language of love might be universal but
there are most definitely regional variations. In this episode the company launches a new
customer care centre in Australia. As research, they take a tongue in cheek look at what
the Aussies get up to behind closed doors. With websites going live in Germany and
France too, language graduate Stephanie is hoping to bag a permanent job at the
warehouse. What better way to test her writing skills than getting her to describe half a
dozen dildos? Elsewhere Sabrina and the trade team get ready to sell toys at Europe’s
biggest sexy toy show in Hannover in Germany. (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) MA(S) CC

3:05 am

Sex Toys: Frisky Business - Coco - Bosses Richard and Neal have taken a huge
financial gamble – they’ve bought their first high street shop. Coco de Mer is a far cry from
their Internet business. It sells high-end bespoke products to sex toy enthusiasts with
deep pockets. In this episode they employ two London fashionistas, Jackie and Louise, to
help them improve the shop’s fortunes while Richard oversees the manufacture of a
stainless steel butt plug. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA(S) CC

3:55 am

Mummies Alive - Otzi The Iceman - A Neolithic murder victim is buried in ice for over
5000 years. Locked in the ice, his remains and possessions are preserved - vital evidence
in the hunt for clues. Examining the evidence leading experts retrace Ötzi’s steps across
steep Alpine valleys, reconstruct his last hours from the pollen in his gut and, in a groundbreaking virtual autopsy, reveal the stone arrowhead that killed him. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt)PG CC

4:50 am

Luke Nguyen's France Bitesize - Some of the best moments from Luke Nguyen's
culinary journey around France, including the country's breathtaking scenery and famous
cuisine. (Commissioned by SBS, in English and French) (Short) Rpt) G
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5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese - Executive chef Geoff Lindsay from Vietnamese
restaurant Dandelion in Melbourne goes up against this week's best home cook. This is
the ultimate Davis vs Goliath battle as the passionate home cook goes up against a
professional chef. (S.1 Ep.4) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC)
CC

2:30 pm

The Point Review - The Point returns with a fresh line up of strong Indigenous talent to
deliver a daily wrap up of the stories and issues that matter to First Australians. NITV
veterans Karla Grant, Natalie Ahmat and Ryan Liddle will be joined by leading digital
journalists Rae Johnston and Allan Clarke to offer a uniquely Indigenous approach to
News and Current affairs. (An NITV/SBS Production) (News and Current Affairs) (Class.
TBC) CC

3:00 pm

The Marngrook Footy Show - Join Grant Hanson, Gilbert McAdam and an all-star guest
list for an Indigenous view of this season's AFL (An NITV/SBS Production) (Sport) (AFL)
CC
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Luke Nguyen's France - Strasbourg (Alsace) - From Paris, Luke heads west to
Strasbourg where he develops a taste for all things Alsatian. There he discovers the
secrets behind Strasbourg’s most famous and controversial dish, choucroute. And
importantly, he learns how to eat it. He meets Alsace’s ‘Queen of Gingerbread’ to learn
the art of making pain d'épices and then creates his own roast pigeon masterpiece using
her specialty spice mix. Luke samples Strasbourg’s famed tart flambé and visits a local
family where he is taught how to make their unique specialty, fleischnacka, which means
‘meat-snail’. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's France - Port Lesney (Franche-Comte) - Luke’s journey takes him to
the Franche-Comté where he finds age-old recipes and experiences new levels of
decadence. After going foraging with chef Pierre Basso Moro, Luke enjoys one of the
Michelin star-winning chef’s most beloved dishes, which uses the famed Bresse chicken.
Given the opportunity, how could he not visit Rachelle Roussel-Voisard, a Bresse chicken
farmer, to learn why these chickens are so prized. Setting up his kitchen in the
picturesque paddock, he uses one of the chickens for a dish inspired by Vietnam. A
Napoleonic fort that has been converted into a giant cheese cave has the ingredients he
then needs for his warming fondue dish. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G
CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese - Maeve O'Meara goes inside the kitchen of hatted
Melbourne restaurant, Dandelion. Maeve and the chefs' line reminisce about the week
and delve into delicious new dishes. Apprentice chef Vincent and chef Ennis team up to
demonstrate the best way to roll a Vietnamese cold roll, colourful station chef Tam shows
off an inventive chocolate parfait, while executive chef Geoff Lindsay will cook Maeve the
restaurants' signature Full Moon Chilli Mud crab. (S.1 Ep.5) (Commissioned by SBS)
(Food Series) (Class. TBC) CC**New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great British Railway Journeys - On the last leg of his journey through northwest
England, Michael Portillo makes a clean sweep in Ashley, where in Victorian times the
new middle classes set up home in suburban villas with multiple chimneys, swept by
children. In Macclesfield, Michael finds the end of the Silk Route and tries his hand at
screen printing. After stoking the fire on the steam-powered Churnet Valley Railway,
Michael alights at Froghall for Alton Towers to trace the 19th century origins of the modern
theme park. (S.7 Ep.18 & 19) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC
**New Double Episode**

8:40 pm

MOVIE:
Schindler's List - The incredible true story of the enigmatic and opportunistic
businessman Oskar Schindler, who saved the lives of more than 1,100 Jews during the
Holocaust. This emotional film chronicles the trials and triumphs of one man who made a
difference and the tribulations of those who survived one of the darkest chapters in human
history because of his actions. Starring Liam Neeson. Directed by Steven Spielberg.
(From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (1993) (Rpt)M(S,N,V,L) CC
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12:15 am

1:40 am

3:20 am

SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national
and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
MOVIE:
Intimate Parts - There is a new order in Russia and a new urban prosperity, but when it
comes to sex, just how much has changed? This is the question posed by a network of
interlocking stories intent on exploring the link between what's between Russia's legs and
what's between its collective ears. This controversial-yet-honest film explores the
relationship between the public and private spheres of sexuality in contemporary, urbanite
Moscow. (From Russia, in Russian) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) (Rpt) MA(S,N,L)
MOVIE:
The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo Part 2 - This Emmy Award-winning television drama is
based on the best-selling Millennium Trilogy. Disgraced journalist Mikael Blomqvist is
hired by industrial tycoon Henrik Vanger to investigate the disappearance of Vanger's
great-niece Harriet. Starting his investigation, Mikael realises that Harriet's disappearance
nearly 40 years ago is not a single event, but rather linked to series of gruesome murders
in the past. Along with young computer hacker, Lisbeth Salander, they dive deeper into
the violent past of the secretive Vanger family. Stars Noomi Rapace and Michael Nyqvist.
(From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Part 2 of 2)(Rpt) MA(V,S)
MOVIE:
The Girl Who Played With Fire Part 1 - The second part of the Emmy Award-winning
television drama based on the Millennium Trilogy. As computer hacker Lisbeth Salander
and journalist Mikael Blomqvist investigate a sex-trafficking ring, Lisbeth is accused of a
triple murder, causing her to go on the run while Mikael works to clear her name. During
his search for Lisbeth, Mikael discovers details about her past - a terrible story of abuse
and trauma growing up in the Swedish care system. Stars Noomi Rapace and Michael
Nyqvist. (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Part 1 of 2)(Rpt) MA(V,S)
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5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - This episode shows AllGrid Energy and their work providing
remote Indigenous communities with renewable energy. Chari of Australia India Business
Council Sheba Nandkeolyar gives insight on the importance of breaking down cultural
barriers in business, and 'garbage queen' le Ho tells how she transformed a failing waste
disposal company into a multimillion dollar operation. (S.2 Ep.7) (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

2:30 pm

ISU Figure Skating - Coverage of the ISU Figure Skating 2017 World Championships
Pairs competition. (Sport) (Figure Skating) CC

3:30 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese- Each week, the home cooks must earn their stripes and
cook their way up the ranks of the chefs' line, taking on just one chef at a time. Each night
the cooks with the best plates on the pass go through to the next night, while the person
with the dish that disappoints will be sent home. Tonight, apprentice chef Vincent from
modern Vietnamese restaurant Dandelion goes up against four passionate home cooks.
(S.1 Ep.1) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC
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The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese - Next in the chefs' line is station chef Tam, from modern
Vietnamese restaurant Dandelion. Tam and three passionate home cooks engage in a
culinary battle, as they each fight to make it to the end of the chefs' line. (S.1 Ep.2)
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt)(Class. TBC) CC

4:30 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese -Tonight, chef Ennis from Vietnamese restaurant
Dandelion goes up against two home cooks. Witness the competition, camaraderie and
spectacular skills of these talented cooks and chefs. Who will make it to the end of the
chefs' line? (S.1 Ep.3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt)(Class. TBC) CC

5:00 pm

The Chefs' Line – Vietnamese- Executive chef Geoff Lindsay from Vietnamese
restaurant Dandelion in Melbourne goes up against this week's best home cook. This is
the ultimate Davis vs Goliath battle as the passionate home cook goes up against a
professional chef. (S.1 Ep.4) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt)(Class. TBC)
CC
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Saturday April 8th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS, QLD)
5:30 pm

The Stuarts - Family at War - Leading historian Dr Clare Jackson looks at the impact of
the Stuarts, Britain’s greatest and longest-ruling royal dynasty, who united Scotland,
England and Ireland and presided over the creation of Great Britain. The final episode
looks at the restoration of Charles I’s son, King Charles II, who remoulded his divided
kingdoms, his brother and successor James II, who lost them again in 1688, and the
Glorious Revolution, which saw a Dutch invasion and James’ forcible expulsion by his
daughter Mary and son-in-law William of Orange. (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Part 3 of 3)(Rpt) PG CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:35 pm

The Wonder Of Britain - Our Industrial Story - Julia Bradbury explores the wonder of
Britain’s Industrial Revolution, a time that changed Britain and ultimately the world. Buried
deep beneath the Yorkshire countryside, at the Caphouse Colliery, she finds the catalyst
for this spectacular change and discovers how tough life was for Britain’s mining pioneers.
Julia then examines the way we travelled by celebrating the age of steam at Hampshire’s
Watercress Line. Later, she sees how the Industrial Revolution changed the way people
had fun, first by experiencing the iconic Blackpool Tower and then by attending a football
game at Sheffield’s Bramell Lane. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC
**Final**

8:30 pm

Travel Man - Barcelona - Richard Ayoade wants to make travelling more fun, more
efficient, and less tedious. In this four-part series, he shows us how to have the most
culturally efficient holiday possible with all the boring bits taken out. In the first episode,
Richard jets off to Barcelona with comedienne and actress Kathy Burke, experiencing the
best of this popular holiday destination in just 48 hours - including a visit to the Barcelona
Football Club museum and a trip to see the Surrealist work of Catalan artist Joan Miro.
(S.1,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

9:00 pm

Live Premier League: Tottenham V Watford - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League, as Tottenham take on Watford at White Hart Lane.
(Sport) (Football/Soccer)**Live**

11:50 pm

24 Hours In Emergency - Wake Up Call - How a trip to emergency can act as a wake-up
call. Malcolm is on life support after suffering a cardiac arrest. Meanwhile, 12-year-old
Kamilla is rushed to King's after being knocked down by a car. (S.5,Ep.3) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A) CC

12:45 am

24 Hours In Emergency - City Of Angels - Filmed around the clock, this fast-paced
documentary offers amazing access to one of Britain's busiest emergency departments at
King’s College Hospital in south London. 91 high definition cameras, the most ever used
in a series of this kind, capture dramatic stories of love, life and death unfolding every day.
Each program focuses on people who were treated within the same 24-hour period,
capturing the joy and heartache faced by patients and their families, as well as the hard
work and professionalism of the emergency staff. (S.5,Ep.4) (From the UK)
(Documentary) M(A) CC
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Saturday April 8th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS, QLD)
1:35 am

2:30 am

4:30 am

24 Hours In Emergency - The Fall - This award-winning series continues with an
episode focusing on the huge variety of cases that come into King's emergency
department on a daily basis and the even more varied life stories that the patients and
their relatives have to tell. Sister Jen is on duty in Resus. She’s looking after 48-year-old
Bobby who’s been brought to King’s by his partner, Jackie, after having seizures at home.
Bobby has spent most of his adult life in prison, with a number of convictions for violent
crimes. While doctors control Bobby’s seizures he talks about his life, from being sent out
by his parents as a six-year-old child to steal dinner, being put into care, an approved
school, borstal and eventually prison. And he reflects on how Jackie has helped him to
turn a corner and change his life. (S.5,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(A,L)
CC
MOVIE:
Haeundae - When geologist Kim Hwi discovers a super tsunami is heading towards a
popular resort off the coast of South Korea, the authorities ignore his pleas to evacuate
the surrounding areas. Racing to the resort to save his ex-wife and daughter who live
there, Hwi finds they only have ten minutes to escape before the giant wave hits the town.
Directed by Yoon Je-kyoon and stars Sol Kyung-gu, Park Joong-hoon and Ha Ji-won.
(From South Korea, in Korean) (Action/Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,L)
Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to the Ord River to learn
about a chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu;
Victoria's rich black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal
shower. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Saturday April 8th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA; NORTHERN TERRITORY
5:30 pm

The Stuarts - Family at War - Leading historian Dr Clare Jackson looks at the impact of
the Stuarts, Britain’s greatest and longest-ruling royal dynasty, who united Scotland,
England and Ireland and presided over the creation of Great Britain. The final episode
looks at the restoration of Charles I’s son, King Charles II, who remoulded his divided
kingdoms, his brother and successor James II, who lost them again in 1688, and the
Glorious Revolution, which saw a Dutch invasion and James’ forcible expulsion by his
daughter Mary and son-in-law William of Orange. (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Part 3 of 3)(Rpt) PG CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:35 pm

The Wonder Of Britain - Our Industrial Story - Julia Bradbury explores the wonder of
Britain’s Industrial Revolution, a time that changed Britain and ultimately the world. Buried
deep beneath the Yorkshire countryside, at the Caphouse Colliery, she finds the catalyst
for this spectacular change and discovers how tough life was for Britain’s mining pioneers.
Julia then examines the way we travelled by celebrating the age of steam at Hampshire’s
Watercress Line. Later, she sees how the Industrial Revolution changed the way people
had fun, first by experiencing the iconic Blackpool Tower and then by attending a football
game at Sheffield’s Bramell Lane. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC
**Final**

8:30 pm

Live Premier League: Tottenham V Watford - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League, as Tottenham take on Watford at White Hart Lane.
(Sport) (Football/Soccer)**Live**

11:20 pm

24 Hours In Emergency - Wake Up Call - How a trip to emergency can act as a wake-up
call. Malcolm is on life support after suffering a cardiac arrest. Meanwhile, 12-year-old
Kamilla is rushed to King's after being knocked down by a car. (S.5,Ep.3) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A) CC

12:15 am

24 Hours In Emergency - City Of Angels - Filmed around the clock, this fast-paced
documentary offers amazing access to one of Britain's busiest emergency departments at
King’s College Hospital in south London. 91 high definition cameras, the most ever used
in a series of this kind, capture dramatic stories of love, life and death unfolding every day.
Each program focuses on people who were treated within the same 24-hour period,
capturing the joy and heartache faced by patients and their families, as well as the hard
work and professionalism of the emergency staff. (S.5,Ep.4) (From the UK)
(Documentary) M(A) CC

1:05 am

24 Hours In Emergency - The Fall - This award-winning series continues with an
episode focusing on the huge variety of cases that come into King's emergency
department on a daily basis and the even more varied life stories that the patients and
their relatives have to tell. Sister Jen is on duty in Resus. She’s looking after 48-year-old
Bobby who’s been brought to King’s by his partner, Jackie, after having seizures at home.
Bobby has spent most of his adult life in prison, with a number of convictions for violent
crimes. While doctors control Bobby’s seizures he talks about his life, from being sent out
by his parents as a six-year-old child to steal dinner, being put into care, an approved
school, borstal and eventually prison. And he reflects on how Jackie has helped him to
turn a corner and change his life. (S.5,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(A,L)
CC
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Saturday April 8th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA; NORTHERN TERRITORY
2:00 am

MOVIE:
Haeundae - When geologist Kim Hwi discovers a super tsunami is heading towards a
popular resort off the coast of South Korea, the authorities ignore his pleas to evacuate
the surrounding areas. Racing to the resort to save his ex-wife and daughter who live
there, Hwi finds they only have ten minutes to escape before the giant wave hits the town.
Directed by Yoon Je-kyoon and stars Sol Kyung-gu, Park Joong-hoon and Ha Ji-won.
(From South Korea, in Korean) (Action/Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,L)

4:00 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to the Ord River to learn
about a chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu;
Victoria's rich black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal
shower. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:30 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, old fashioned fish and chips;
fantastic fruit flavoured gels; soft slippery tofu made by Joo Pum Kim; chef Bethany Finn
from Urban Bistro; and a country feast that's fit for a king. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Saturday April 8th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
5:30 pm

Travel Man - Barcelona - Richard Ayoade wants to make travelling more fun, more
efficient, and less tedious. In this four-part series, he shows us how to have the most
culturally efficient holiday possible with all the boring bits taken out. In the first episode,
Richard jets off to Barcelona with comedienne and actress Kathy Burke, experiencing the
best of this popular holiday destination in just 48 hours - including a visit to the Barcelona
Football Club museum and a trip to see the Surrealist work of Catalan artist Joan Miro.
(S.1,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:00 pm

Live Premier League: Tottenham V Watford - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League, as Tottenham take on Watford at White Hart Lane.
(Sport) (Football/Soccer)**Live**

9:50 pm

The Wonder Of Britain - Our Industrial Story - Julia Bradbury explores the wonder of
Britain’s Industrial Revolution, a time that changed Britain and ultimately the world. Buried
deep beneath the Yorkshire countryside, at the Caphouse Colliery, she finds the catalyst
for this spectacular change and discovers how tough life was for Britain’s mining pioneers.
Julia then examines the way we travelled by celebrating the age of steam at Hampshire’s
Watercress Line. Later, she sees how the Industrial Revolution changed the way people
had fun, first by experiencing the iconic Blackpool Tower and then by attending a football
game at Sheffield’s Bramell Lane. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC
**Final**

10:40 pm

The Stuarts - Family at War - Leading historian Dr Clare Jackson looks at the impact of
the Stuarts, Britain’s greatest and longest-ruling royal dynasty, who united Scotland,
England and Ireland and presided over the creation of Great Britain. The final episode
looks at the restoration of Charles I’s son, King Charles II, who remoulded his divided
kingdoms, his brother and successor James II, who lost them again in 1688, and the
Glorious Revolution, which saw a Dutch invasion and James’ forcible expulsion by his
daughter Mary and son-in-law William of Orange. (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Part 3 of 3)(Rpt) PG CC

11:45 pm

24 Hours In Emergency - Wake Up Call - How a trip to emergency can act as a wake-up
call. Malcolm is on life support after suffering a cardiac arrest. Meanwhile, 12-year-old
Kamilla is rushed to King's after being knocked down by a car. (S.5,Ep.3) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A) CC

12:40 am

24 Hours In Emergency - City Of Angels - Filmed around the clock, this fast-paced
documentary offers amazing access to one of Britain's busiest emergency departments at
King’s College Hospital in south London. 91 high definition cameras, the most ever used
in a series of this kind, capture dramatic stories of love, life and death unfolding every day.
Each program focuses on people who were treated within the same 24-hour period,
capturing the joy and heartache faced by patients and their families, as well as the hard
work and professionalism of the emergency staff. (S.5,Ep.4) (From the UK)
(Documentary) M(A) CC
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Saturday April 8th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
1:35 am

2:30 am

4:30 am

24 Hours In Emergency - The Fall - This award-winning series continues with an
episode focusing on the huge variety of cases that come into King's emergency
department on a daily basis and the even more varied life stories that the patients and
their relatives have to tell. Sister Jen is on duty in Resus. She’s looking after 48-year-old
Bobby who’s been brought to King’s by his partner, Jackie, after having seizures at home.
Bobby has spent most of his adult life in prison, with a number of convictions for violent
crimes. While doctors control Bobby’s seizures he talks about his life, from being sent out
by his parents as a six-year-old child to steal dinner, being put into care, an approved
school, borstal and eventually prison. And he reflects on how Jackie has helped him to
turn a corner and change his life. (S.5,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(A,L)
CC
MOVIE:
Haeundae - When geologist Kim Hwi discovers a super tsunami is heading towards a
popular resort off the coast of South Korea, the authorities ignore his pleas to evacuate
the surrounding areas. Racing to the resort to save his ex-wife and daughter who live
there, Hwi finds they only have ten minutes to escape before the giant wave hits the town.
Directed by Yoon Je-kyoon and stars Sol Kyung-gu, Park Joong-hoon and Ha Ji-won.
(From South Korea, in Korean) (Action/Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,L)
Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to the Ord River to learn
about a chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu;
Victoria's rich black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal
shower. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Sunday April 9th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

